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A chronicle of the first black-controlled union, made up of Pullman porters, who after years of unfair labor practices
staged a battle against a corporate giant resulting in a "David and Goliath" ending.
The first full-scale political history of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, tracing its struggle
for black civil and political equality from its founding in 1909 through the post-civil rights years.
As we approach the fiftieth anniversary of Brown v. Board of Education (1954), it is important to consider the historical
struggles that led to this groundbreaking decision. Four years earlier in Texas, the Sweatt v. Painter decision allowed
There is more to identity than identifying with one’s culture or standing solidly against it. José Esteban Muñoz looks at
how those outside the racial and sexual mainstream negotiate majority culture—not by aligning themselves with or against
exclusionary works but rather by transforming these works for their own cultural purposes. Muñoz calls this process
“disidentification,” and through a study of its workings, he develops a new perspective on minority performance, survival,
and activism.Disidentifications is also something of a performance in its own right, an attempt to fashion a queer world by
working on, with, and against dominant ideology. By examining the process of identification in the work of filmmakers,
performance artists, ethnographers, Cuban choteo, forms of gay male mass culture (such as pornography), museums,
art photography, camp and drag, and television, Muñoz persistently points to the intersecting and short-circuiting of
identities and desires that result from misalignments with the cultural and ideological mainstream in contemporary urban
America.Muñoz calls attention to the world-making properties found in performances by queers of color—in Carmelita
Tropicana’s “Camp/Choteo” style politics, Marga Gomez’s performances of queer childhood, Vaginal Creme Davis’s
“Terrorist Drag,” Isaac Julien’s critical melancholia, Jean-Michel Basquiat’s disidentification with Andy Warhol and pop
art, Felix Gonzalez-Torres’s performances of “disidentity,” and the political performance of Pedro Zamora, a person with
AIDS, within the otherwise artificial environment of the MTV serialThe Real World.
No descriptive material is available for this title.
Identifies some 1,700 works about African Americans. Entries include full bibliographic information as well as Library of
Congress call numbers and location in 11 major university libraries. Entries are arranged by subjects such as art, civil
rights, folk tales, history, legal status, medicine, music, race relations, and regional studies. First published in 1970 by the
Library of Congress.
Examines racism from the perspective of its most volatile word, revealing the institutionalization of bigotry in every aspect
of American society and arguing that the word is a slur that helps keep blacks at the bottom of the socio-economic
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ladder.
Provides an introductory essay; biographies of activists, legislators, and advocates; a chronology of events, legislation, and
movements; a directory of organizations; and a listing of print and nonprint resources.
Well-documented classic examines the South's plantation economy and its influence on the slave trade, the role of Northern
merchants in financing the slave trade during the 19th century, and much more.
A stirring new portrait of one of the most important black leaders of the twentieth century introduces readers to the fiery woman
who inspired generations of activists. (Social Science)
Describes the decentralization of New York City's schools and examines how specific districts have handled the change
The powerful unvarnished memoir of General Hugh Shelton, war hero, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during 9/11, and one
of the leading military figures of our time Whether serving under a Democratic president or a Republican president, General
Shelton was never afraid to speak out and tell it like it is. Shelton chronicles his incredible journey from a small farming community
in North Carolina to the highest level of American military and political power at the Pentagon and White House. As one of the
nation's elite Special Forces soldiers, Shelton served twice in Vietnam, commanding a Green Beret unit and then an airborne
infantry company. He was awarded a Bronze Star for valor and a Purple Heart for a wound suffered when a booby trap drove a
poisoned stake through his leg. Shelton rose up the ranks and was assistant division commander of the 101st Airborne Division as
they invaded Iraq in the Persian Gulf War, then led the 20,000 American troops tasked with restoring Haiti's deposed President,
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, to power. Promoted to 4-star General, he became Commander in Chief of U.S. Special Operations
Command (including Delta Force, Navy SEALS and other top secret Special Mission Units). But it was while serving as Chairman
during both the Clinton and Bush administrations that he faced his biggest challenges, including his role as chief architect of the
U.S. military response to 9/11. General Shelton speaks frankly of how decisions were made behind the scenes in the inner
sanctum of the E-Ring and Oval Office, and reveals key military operations and meetings that have not yet been revealed,
including: * High-ranking Cabinet member proposes intentionally allowing an American pilot to be killed by the Iraqis to have an
excuse to retaliate and go to war. * Details of a contentious Camp David meeting among President George W. Bush and his
National Security Council immediately after 9/11, where internal battle lines were drawn---and Shelton (along with Colin Powell)
convinced President Bush to do the right thing. * How Rumsfeld persuaded General Tommy Franks to bypass the Joint Chiefs,
leading to a badly flawed Iraq war plan that failed to anticipate the devastating after-effects of the insurgency and civil war. *
Attempts to kill Usama bin Laden that were shot down by our State Department. * CIA botched high-profile terrorist snatches,
leaving Shelton's Special Operations teams to clean up their mess. * How Shelton "persuaded" Haiti's dictator to flee the country. *
And much more. Yet it's Shelton's amazing personal story that puts his military career in perspective. It began with a fall from a
ladder in his backyard, resulting in total paralysis from the neck down---and a risky experimental procedure, so dangerous that if it
didn't cure him, chances are it would kill him. Revealing, compelling, and controversial, Without Hesitation is the story of a man
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whose integrity and ethics were always above reproach, and who dedicated his life to serving his country.
In the history of black America, the image of the mortal, wounded, and dead black body has long been looked at by others from a
safe distance. Courtney Baker questions the relationship between the spectator and victim and urges viewers to move beyond the
safety of the "gaze" to cultivate a capacity for humane insight toward representations of human suffering. Utilizing the visual
studies concept termed the "look," Baker interrogates how the notion of humanity was articulated and recognized in oft-referenced
moments within the African American experience: the graphic brutality of the 1834 Lalaurie affair; the photographic exhibition of
lynching, Without Sanctuary ; Emmett Till's murder and funeral; and the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina. Contemplating
these and other episodes, Baker traces how proponents of black freedom and dignity used the visual display of violence against
the black body to galvanize action against racial injustice. An innovative cultural study that connects visual theory to African
American history, Humane Insight asserts the importance of ethics in our analysis of race and visual culture, and reveals how
representations of pain can become the currency of black liberation from injustice.
This is the seventh volume of The National Perspectives on the Development of Public Relations: Other Voices series, which is the
first to offer an authentic worldwide view of the history of public relations freed from a corporatist framework.. The series features
seven books, six of which cover continental and regional groups including (Book 1) Asia and Australasia, (Book 2) Eastern Europe
and Russia, (Book 3) Middle East and Africa, (Book 4) Latin America and Caribbean, (Book 5) Western Europe, and this volume,
(Book 7) North America. The sixth volume featured five essays on new and revised historiographic and theoretical approaches.
Written by leading public relations historians and scholars, some histories of national public relations development are offered for
the first time while others are reinterpreted using new archival sources and other historiographical approaches. The National
Perspectives on the Development of Public Relations: Other Voices series makes a major contribution to the wider knowledge of
PR’s history.
America's problem with race has deep roots, with the country's foundation tied to the near extermination of one race of people and the
enslavement of another. Racism is truly our nation's original sin. "It's time we right this unacceptable wrong," says bestselling author and
leading Christian activist Jim Wallis. Fifty years ago, Wallis was driven away from his faith by a white church that considered dealing with
racism to be taboo. His participation in the civil rights movement brought him back when he discovered a faith that commands racial justice.
Yet as recent tragedies confirm, we continue to suffer from the legacy of racism. The old patterns of white privilege are colliding with the
changing demographics of a diverse nation. The church has been slow to respond, and Sunday morning is still the most segregated hour of
the week. In America's Original Sin, Wallis offers a prophetic and deeply personal call to action in overcoming the racism so ingrained in
American society. He speaks candidly to Christians--particularly white Christians--urging them to cross a new bridge toward racial justice and
healing. Whenever divided cultures and gridlocked power structures fail to end systemic sin, faith communities can help lead the way to
grassroots change. Probing yet positive, biblically rooted yet highly practical, this book shows people of faith how they can work together to
overcome the embedded racism in America, galvanizing a movement to cross the bridge to a multiracial church and a new America.
A political biography of William Pickens (1881-1954) who helped make the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People the
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Negro's most effective civil rights organization.
Since its debut, Policy Paradox has been widely acclaimed as the most accessible policy text available.
W. E. B. Du Bois was a public intellectual, sociologist, and activist on behalf of the African American community. He profoundly shaped black
political culture in the United States through his founding role in the NAACP, as well as internationally through the Pan-African movement. Du
Bois's sociological and historical research on African-American communities and culture broke ground in many areas, including the history of
the post-Civil War Reconstruction period. Du Bois was also a prolific author of novels, autobiographical accounts, innumerable editorials and
journalistic pieces, and several works of history. Published posthumously in 1968, The Autobiography of W. E. B. Du Bois is his last and most
complete autobiography. Covering his life over almost a century of living in America, it's the closest thing we have to a true autobiography of
this important scholar and activist. The book, broken up into three parts, delves into the 90-year-old Du Bois's thoughts on everything from his
relationship with sex to his storied association with the NAACP to his political persecution during the Cold War years to his many travels
abroad. As Du Bois writes, he takes the reader on a journey to "view my life as frankly and fully as I can." With a series introduction by editor
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and an introduction by Werner Sollors, this edition is essential for anyone interested in African American history.
A history of African American pilots with a focus on World War II.
This engaging, illustrated guide to the modernist movement in American literature provides a wealth of information on American modernism,
the Lost Generation, modernism in the American novel, the Harlem Renaissance, modernism in poetry and drama, and the literary culture of
the Moderns. This updated volume is in full color for the first time and features numerous resources, such as a new section covering the
Great Depression, informative sidebars, a chronology, cross-references, and further reading suggestions, among others. Topics include:
Surrealism, expressionism, and Freudian symbolism; The Harlem Renaissance; Modernism in the American novel, poetry, and theater; The
Lost Generation; The Great Depression; And more.
This book surveys the broad expanse of health and health care institutions in America from a critical, macro, political-economic, and social
problems-oriented perspective. It presents a political-economic analysis that is a deeper analysis of the political influences exercised by
industry.
A collection of 150 photographs--introduced by text--chronicles the Montgomery Bus Boycott, Freedom Summer, local and national
movements, and the marches and speeches of both Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X.
A crucial and compelling account of New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, the landmark Supreme Court case that redefined libel, from the Pulitzer
Prize–winning legal journalist Anthony Lewis. The First Amendment puts it this way: "Congress shall make no law...abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press." Yet, in 1960, a city official in Montgomery, Alabama, sued The New York Times for libel—and was awarded $500,000
by a local jury—because the paper had published an ad critical of Montgomery's brutal response to civil rights protests. The centuries of legal
precedent behind the Sullivan case and the U.S. Supreme Court's historic reversal of the original verdict are expertly chronicled in this
gripping and wonderfully readable book by the Pulitzer Prize Pulitzer Prize–winning legal journalist Anthony Lewis. It is our best account yet
of a case that redefined what newspapers—and ordinary citizens—can print or say.
Making Civil Rights Law is an insightful and provocative narrative history of the legal struggle, led by Thurgood Marshall and the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund, which preceded the intense political battles for civil rights. Drawing on personal interviews with Thurgood Marshall and
other NAACP lawyers, as well as new information about the private deliberations of the Supreme Court, Tushnet tells the dramatic story of
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how the NAACP Legal Defense Fund led the Court to use the Constitution as an instrument of liberty and justice for all African-Americans. He
also offers new insights into how the justices argued among themselves about the historic changes they were to make in American society.
A former nine-time congressman from Ohio and one of the most respected commentators on politics and society, John Kasich believes that
traditional American values are in serious danger of being lost. Kasich asserts that this erosion of moral values can be atttributed to, among
other things, disappointing leadership from elected officials, the growing lack of ethics in business and sports, religious intolerance, and mass
media and popular culture. By addressing such fundamental issues as honesty, personal responsibility, integrity, and the importance of
leaving the world a better place, Kasich offers both a heartfelt and straightforward solution for all Americans to finally reset our moral
compass and learn to STAND FOR SOMETHING.
Real-World Media EthicsInside the Broadcast and Entertainment IndustriesCRC Press
The first comprehensive overview of an influential American photographer and filmmaker whose work is known for its intimacy and social
engagement Coming of age in the 1960s, the photographer Danny Lyon (b. 1942) distinguished himself with work that emphasized intimate
social engagement. In 1962 Lyon traveled to the segregated South to photograph the civil rights movement. Subsequent projects on biker
culture, the demolition and redevelopment of lower Manhattan, and the Texas prison system, and more recently on the Occupy movement
and the vanishing culture in China's booming Shanxi Province, share Lyon's signature immersive approach and his commitment to social and
political issues that concern those on the margins of society. Lyon's photography is paralleled by his work as a filmmaker and a writer. Danny
Lyon: Message to the Future is the first in-depth examination of this leading figure in American photography and film, and the first publication
to present his influential bodies of work in all media in their full context. Lead essayists Julian Cox and Elisabeth Sussman provide an account
of Lyon's five-decade career. Alexander Nemerov writes about Lyon's work in Knoxville, Tennessee; Ed Halter assesses the artist's films;
Danica Willard Sachs evaluates his photomontages; and Julian Cox interviews Alan Rinzler about his role in publishing Lyon's earliest works.
With extensive back matter and illustrations, this publication will be the most comprehensive account of this influential artist's work.
Healing That Reaches Beyond the Self In this landmark work, Marianne Williamson reminds us that there is a point in everyone's spiritual
journey where the search for self-awareness can turn into self-preoccupation. All of us are better off when contemplation of holy principles is
at the center of our lives. But it is in applying those principles in our lives that we forge the true marriage between heaven and earth. In the
compassionate but clear-eyed prose that has won her so many avid readers, Williamson shows us that the principles which apply to our
personal healing also apply to the healing of the larger world. Calling on Americans to turn the compassion in our hearts into a powerful force
for social good, Williamson shows us how to transform spiritual activism into a social activism that will in turn transform America into a nation
seriously invested in the hope of every child and in the potential of every adult.

Is it ethical to pass yourself off as black if you are Caucasian, as Rachel Dolezai, the president of a local chapter of the
NAACP, did in 2015? Was it ethical for Donald Sterling, the former owner of the NBA team, to use racially inflammatory
language? Is it ethical to exaggerate or fabricate the importance of one’s role, as Brian Williams apparently did when he
anchored the NBC nightly news? Is it ethical for a journalist to pay a source for a story, tips, and photos, as TMZ, Gawker
and others do regularly? The above questions as well as other questions definitely illustrate the need for studying ethics.
Real-World Media Ethics provides a wide showcase of real
ethical issues faced by professionals in the media field.
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Numerous case studies allow readers to explore multiple perspectives while using realistic ethical principles. This book
includes the basics in ethical journalism, as well as the tools to navigate through the landscape of mass media such as
public relations, entertainment and other forms of visual communication. The second edition has been updated to
encompass globalization, new media platforms, current copyright issues, net neutrality, sports ethics, and more. An
accompanying companion website provides additional interviews demonstrating ethical principles in practice. Being a
former ABC executive, author Philippe Perebinossoff gives readers an inside look at circumstances with an ethical,
experienced eye.
Part biography and part detective story, this examination of the life and still unsolved assassination of Harry Moore, a
man who fought for racial equality in Florida well before the civil rights movement caught on, reveals two possibly
bungled FBI investigations. 20,000 first printing.
Radio Free Dixie reveals that both the civil rights movement and the Black Power movement, often portrayed in clashing
terms, grew out of the same soil, confronted the same predicaments, and reflected the same quest for African American
freedom."--BOOK JACKET.
The iconoclastic Black Republican strategist calls out leaders who fan the flames of racial rhetoric and sabotage a postracial America The euphoria surrounding Barack Obama's historic election had commentators naïvely trumpeting the
beginning of a "post-racial America." In Blackwards, Ron Christie shows that not only is the opposite true, but black
leadership today is effectively working against this goal by advancing an extremist agenda of separatism and special
rights that threatens to point us backward to the days before Brown v. Board of Education. The motto E pluribus unum
("Out of one, many") speaks to the idea of a melting pot in which Americans of all backgrounds come together to form a
strong, unified nation. But in the race politics of today, Christie argues the American melting pot is threatened by what
Pulitzer Prize-winning liberal historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr. warned was the "cult of ethnicity," in which social divisions
are deepened rather than transcended. Christie takes on such sacred cows as affirmative action and other race-based
educational policies and campus programs that, in the words of former NAACP officer Michael Meyers, place "figurative
black-only signs over certain doorways at America's colleges [while] only confirming and reinforcing pernicious racial
stereotypes." Meanwhile, the author argues any open debate about such issues has been hijacked by such selfappointed spokesmen for black America as Al Sharpton, who co-opt the public narrative merely by being outspoken and
charging racism against anyone who would speak against their political agendas and public grandstanding. Tellingly, it is
within this context that then–presidential candidate Obama famously declared he could not disown Reverend Jeremiah
Wright for his racist and anti-American sermons any more "than I can disown the black community." Perhaps most
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important, Christie reveals how a separatist mind-set has led to a form of selective, skin-based jurisprudence in the
federal government, including: • Attempts by the Congressional Black Caucus to shield black members found to have
committed ethics violations • The Justice Department's sudden dropping of charges against New Black Panther Party
members for voter intimidation during the 2008 presidential election • A former trial attorney's admission that Americans
"would be shocked to learn about the open and pervasive hostility within the Justice Department to bringing civil rights
cases against non-white defendants on behalf of white victims" As African Americans face skyrocketing rates of singleparent families and high-school dropouts, the author urges black American communities to shun the limits of the
monolithic politics of victimhood and embrace an open debate of many voices en route to the goal not of a separate
"Black America" but of constructive inclusion in the American melting pot.
Based on extensive archival research and interviews with former generals and high-level government officials in both
Israel and South Africa, a book on Israel's covert dealings with Apartheid South Africa tells a troubling story of Cold War
paranoia, moral compromises and Israel's estrangement from the international Left.
A quotation sourcebook on America's foremost Black intellectual-activist.
Since the earliest days of the nation, US citizenship has been linked to military service. Even though blacks fought and
died in all American wars, their own freedom was usually restricted or denied. In many ways, World War II exposed this
contradiction. As demand for manpower grew during the war, government officials and military leaders realized that the
war could not be won without black support. To generate African American enthusiasm, the federal government turned to
mass media. Several government films were produced and distributed, movies that have remained largely unexamined
by scholars. Kathleen M. German delves into the dilemma of race and the federal government's attempts to appeal to
black patriotism and pride even while postponing demands for equality and integration until victory was achieved.
German's study intersects three disciplines: the history of the African American experience in World War II, the theory of
documentary film, and the study of rhetoric. One of the main films of the war era, The Negro Soldier, fractured the long
tradition of degrading minstrel caricatures by presenting a more dignified public image of African Americans. Along with
other government films, the narrative within The Negro Soldier transformed the black volunteer into an able soldier. It
included African Americans in the national mythology by retelling American history to recognize black participation. As
German reveals, through this new narrative with more dignified images, The Negro Soldier and other films performed
rhetorical work by advancing the agenda of black citizenship.
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